[A comparison of the spatial connections of superslow phasic electrical processes recorded from the surface of the head in healthy subjects to the spatial connections of a simultaneously recorded EEG].
The EEG and infraslow phasic electrical processes in the band of 0.05-0.5 Hz (ISPP) were simultaneously recorded in 16 derivations (10-20 System without Fz, Cz, and Pz) in 35 women volunteers in the state of quiet wakefulness with closed eyes. Artifacts and non-stationary segments with a sharp amplitude increase were eliminated from the records in preprocessing editing. Spatial correlations were evaluated using maxima of crosscorrelation functions and coherence functions averaged over the whole spectrum. Correlations for both kind of processes appeared to be rather similar, in particular, they were both characterized by the low values if interhemispheric covariations in the temporal areas. The ISSP correlations were significantly lower for the least distance between derivations and had lower spatial gradient than the EEG correlations. There were also some topical differences between the processes. The obtained evidence support the idea of the ISPP as direct manifestations of cortical electrical activity, however, rather specific in relation with the routine EEG correlations.